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                                 ABSTRACT
        Physical discussions en optical thickness of the planetary nebulae and temperature
     of the central stars are given on the basis of various data obtained by both the
     present author and other workers. As a first step, several methods of temperature
     determination were examined, and then the dependency of the optical thickness of
     the planetary nebula on its temperature, dimension aRd dilution factor for the ultra-
     violet radiation has been studied. Using the result obtained a more satisfa'ctory model

     of such nebulae is preposecl. Further, it may be suggested that future lines of study
     should be concentrated on the following points: (1) The deviation of the stellar
     radiation from the Planckian energy distribution shou}d be estirnated; (2) In the
    caiculation of temperature the dilution factor for the Åëontinuum should be taken into
     account; (3) It is necessary to clearify the cause of the burst of the nova; (4) The

    intensity ratio of He II 4686 to O III 3133 should be examined in more detail.

1. Xntrroduction

    The planetary nebula is one of the largest celestial bodies in our Galaxy

together wiLth the diffuse gaseous nebula. But the former is allen froma the latter.

The pianetarv. nebula is formed of the gaseous nebulosity called "the envelope"

aitd the asseciated star called "the nuclei or central star". Some of the diffuse

nebulae have the Rearby stars, xvhich aye not relative to them and happen to be

there. The very existence of the nuclei draws the sliarp line between the two
nebulae dlfferent in ldnd. Historically, the earliesÅí studies on planetary nebuiae

were started from 'L'"fiose on She diffuse nebuiae. But, in connection with the

advances of optical instruments and observational techniques, their real physical

states have been since revealecl theoretically by excellent invesSigators.

    The schematic model for the planetary nebuia is•. shown in Fig. 1. The
envelope is the spherical shell bounded by the two spherical surfaces : the inner

surface of radius Ri and the outer surface of radius R2. The innet' surface is

illuminated by the radiation coming frorn the central star. A part of the radiation

         '                                       '
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is refiected at the inner surface. Tke remainder is transmitted to the envelope,

and there the photons of higher energy are reduced to lower energy by absorption

or scattering and by inelastic collisions between elementary particles, and turned

to the visual radiation.
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               Fig. 1. The schematic
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specÅíroscopy with the image slicer, which is an ingenius device due to Bowen.

    In 1927, Zanstra (8) attempted the appiication of Åíhe quantum theory to the

iuminoskty of diffuse nebulae. In the same paper, he said tlaat if tlie planetary

nebula was suthciently thicl<, each quaittum of the Lyman continuotts radiation

emitted by the central star would be degraded into a quantum of the Balmer
lines or continuum and a Lyman alpha quantuin. In brief, it is mentioned as below:

                           Lat ÅÄ Bac + Ba ==: fVluI •

The each term on the left-hand side is in its order the number of photons of

LymaR alpha, Balmer contiftuttm and Bal[ner lines. The right-hand side is the

number of photons of Lyman continuum. And further, he developed the principle

determining the temperature ef the central star. Some practicai treatments of

his principie were given in his subsequent werk$ <9). The physical investigations

of planetary nebulae owe much of their successive progresses to Zanstra's study

as well as to Boweit's.

   The spectrophotometric studies of planetary itebulae were made by Page (10),

Aller (H), and Minl<owski and Aller (12). Page performed a sui'vey of the spectra

of the planetary itebulae to reveal the centinuous emission, and found the correla-

tion of its inteitsity with the excitation and surface brlghtne]•s. He classified the

spectra oÅí the nebulae and divided them into the nine classes. A!ler measured

the Balmer decrement in She spectra of the cersain peculiar nebulae and cias-

sified them into the three grozzps according to the degree of their exc!tation.

   As the theoretical treatment, there is the important Cillie's work (13) in

which the theoretical studies of the hydrogen emission spectra of the planetary

nebulae are given. As the nexS te his work, Menzel and his colleagues published

a series of papers on the physical processes 2n gaseous nebulae (a4). In these

papers, the important subjects, namely the radiat!'ve processes, the excitation of

forbidden lines, the density and temperature of elec"t'rons, and the chemical com-

position of planetary nebulae etc. are much discussed.

   The probiems of the radiative transfer aRd yadiative equilibrium ln pianetary

nebulae were treaÅíed by Ambarzumian (15) and C'nandrasekhay (16). The Iatter

solved ihe Lyman alpha radiation field with Eddlngton's approximation. According

to their results, the flux of the Lyman alpha lines becomes of Åíke same order of

magnitude as Åíhat of the ultraviolet continuum. To aveid this difucuky, Zanstra

(17), and Sobolev (i8) and Zanstra (19) suggested respectively the assumption

of the expanding Rebula and the redistribution of the Lyman alpha quanta as
referred to later.

   Since She spiitting-up of' the emission iines was observed by Cambell and
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Moore (2e), the model of the nebuia in outgoing motion has been current. But.

the case of the nebula pushed back towardis the nuclei on the innez' suyface

was sttggested by Cltandrasekkar (21). Wilson (22), using tke isopkoto-contours

of monockromatic images of the nebuiae, discussed their structure and kinematic

motlon. The dynamical treatment is one of the matters of concern.

   We have specially interested in the temperature of the ceittral star and the
optical thickness for the ultraviolet contin' uous radiatioR of g, aseous nebglosity.

Since the brightness of the nebulosity is caused by the central star, it is true

that the relations between these physical quaRtkies will be a clue to explain

further the physical states of planetary nebulae.

              I.   The optical thiclmess for raonochromatic radiation !s directly connected with

the number density oÅí absorbing atoms or ions and tkeir absorpeioft coeracients

for the existing radiatlon. If the tkickness for the radiation of frequency y is

expressed by rve it wM be defined as follows :

                             rv := SRR2, tc.(x)dx,

where rcv(x) is the absorption coethcient per unie length for the radiation con-

cerned. Then., the value of eptical tkiclmess will be influenced by the enexgy

distributlon of the continuous radiation com}ng from the cent•ral star and the

transfei' procedufe of its radiation through the nebÅíilosity. The optical thickness

T. for the ultrav!olet contiRueus radiatieit of planetary nebulae is ttsually cen-

sidered to be of the order of unity. But, a vastiety of physical states over many

nebulae indicates the diversity of tkese thicl<nesses. In thi$ paper, we shall

!nvestigate this diversity over nebulae.

   In the Rext section, we shall mention the outllne of excitation meckanisms

of the planetary nebulae and explaiR in succes$ion how tlae temperature of centra!

star be determined. The relations of optical tkickness to other physical quantlties

wi!i be described in the tkird section. In the final section, seme v2ews on further

researches wi}l be giveR.

2. The excitatien mechanisms ef planetary nebulae andi the temaperatuwe of

   ceTitral star '
   In this section we shall run over the emission mechanisms fer bright liRes

present in the spectra of planetary nebulae and then describe the procedures
determining the nuclear temperature,

   In the following, we consider the emissien rnechanisms from the point of
view. of the energy valancing of electyons. The ultraviolet continuous radiation
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 coming from the centrai star is absorbed by tke most abundant matter, i.e. hydro-

gen atoms, anG the liberated electrons lose their kinetic energy in three way$ as

follows: (1) by capture of protons and by free-free transi5ons; (2) by inelastic

collisions wlth hydrogeR atoms ; and (3) by inelastlc collisions witk oxygen ions

following to forbidden emission.

    The recombinatioit is the principal process accounting for nebulay lumlnosity.

This process was proposed by Zan$tra (8) to explain the hydregen spectrum, and

its fuli accottnt was given in the famous CMie's woyk (13). The recombination

to the higher ievel than the seconc! level re$ults in the cascade transiÅí!ons to She

second levei and the subsequent emissions of the subordinate and Lyrnan alpha

lines. The former passes throu.crh the nebuloslty to give the nebuiar luminosity

owing to their smaii excitation ability. If the complete absorption of the u!tra-

violet radiation ls assttmed, the one ultraviolet quantum wi}1 match to the one

Balmer quanÅíttrn. The resulting layge abundance ef the atoms in the second state

impels the strong Lyman aipha radiation fieid. The investigation of its field is one

of the irnportant matters in the study on pianetary nebulae, in particuiar in con-

nection with the transfer oÅí ultraviolet radiation. We shali give the energy losed

                      ooin this process as rv'eN+ K,`rJ'i Cihyi, where N, and N+ are the densities of electrons
                      i
and ionized hydrogen, respectively, and Ci is the probabitity of recombination

when the photon,of energy hyi is emitted. The summation is taken over all
levels.

    The free-free emission may be able to explain the spectrum of the solar
corona, but in the planetary nebulae its process takes little part to compensate

tke Balmer continuotts radiation of the nebuiosity (23), owing eo the }ow electron

density. We shall denote this energy by NeN"F.

    The infizience of inelastic collision of electrons with hydrogen atoms upon

the Balmer decrement was given by Miyamoto (24). According to him, this

process acts to enhance the Balmer ctecrement and give the weaker Balmer con-

tinuous emission. The energy transformect in this p. rocess can be given by
      ooNelV"(X Dihvi+Dcheic) where Di and D. are respectiveiy the probabilities of col-
      2
lisional excitation of hydrogen atoms to the secop.d or higher !evels and to the

continuous levei from the ground level.

   According to Bowen (5), Lthe ineiastic collision between electrons and oxygeR

ions O+ÅÄ can exp!ain the excitation of these ions and the following spontaneous

emissions. The excited states are the metastable states 'D2 aRd the emission lines

are the forbidden lines, 2 5007 A (N,) and 1 4959 A (N,), being callee the "nebulium

!ines". The intensities of these lines are the largest of the spectra! line$ ef
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•nebu!ae and aye ten times stronger than that of lls. The nebular irnage owes

iSs brightness to these green lines. Since the strength of these line$ depends

on the kinetic energy and density of electroRs, many impoytant studies on the

electron temperature and density of planetary nebu!ae were developed from the

observed intensity of these lines. This process operates to reduce the e!ectron

temperature of nebula. We shall denote this loss of the kinetic energy of electrons

as NeAr- XQiAilivi, where N+ÅÄ is the density of oxygen ions O-h+ and Qi is the
         i
probability ef coMsional excitation of these iens to the metastable ievels from

which tke forbidden Iine yi is spontaneously emitted with tke probability Ai.

The summation is tal<en over all the forbiclclen transieions.

    Therefore, the amount of the energy of electrons transformed to that of the

visual radiation is given by

               oo ca        NeNl'((X] CihVSF) -F NeN+(l"}ll": DihVi{ne DchYic) "l- NelV+ÅÄ>l.] QiAillYi • ( 1 )

This energy is equal to the total kinetic energy of the electrons liberated by

photo-ionization.

    Measuring the visible radiation, each of which corresponds to one of the

tefms in the expression (1), we can obtain the temperature of cenp tral star. We

shall now mentioR some metheds of determining the temperature on the basis of

the foregoing excitation mechanisrns.

    (1) The hNdrogen method
    Zanstra (9) obtained, for the first time, the temperature of the central stars

ef planetary nebulae, employing the tkeories on excitation. Under the assumptions

of tke hydrogen nebula and the complete absorptlon of the ultraviolet continuous

radiation emitted frorn the central sÅíar, he sliowed that each absorbed ultraviolet

quantum was traBsformed to a Baimer radiat!on quaRtum. The schemat!cexpres-
sion of the relat!on is

                              Nui =" QBa, (2)
wl}ere N,,i is She quanta of the ultraviolet radiation of energies higher than the

ionization limit of hydrogen atom and QB. is the quanta of the Balmer lines
emitted per unlt time from the nebula. Zanstra obta!nea the mathematical
expression for this relation as follovv's. If the total energy emltted from the central

star in the frequency reglon ranging from zero to oo is denoted by L., the energy

emitted into the frequency interval dy per second is

                           -lrfftLv-sdy == nR2c,o•,dv, ' (3)

where R is the radius of the central star and c is the light velccity. ,ov is the

PIancl< functioll and given by
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                                8zh v3                            ,Oy me mmzli,' ptt ;,.7'ii-T::':' -t• (4)

From the right-hand side of (3) together with (4), the quanta N.i of the ultraviolet

contininous radiation become

                        Nui "" 8rrc22Rrm3' S,oo, eh,fsV,;wwldy' (5)

The lower limit of integration vo is the frequency of the ionization !imit of

hydrogen atom. Zanstra defined a quantity Av to be deÅíermined observationally as:

                               Av==fiLomuPLh.• (6)
                                     0v

Lp is the total energy emitted per second in the monochromatic nebula image

of frequency v. Av is a non-dimensiona! quantity divided by v. On the other

hand, as the quanta of the Ba!mer iines are equal to Lp/lzy, Qv is given by the

following expression :

                         Qv "=Xeh,ii#•- :-l 8Zi,"l?3. (7)

The summation is taken over all the members of Balmer series appearing in the

nebular spectrum. Writing z=Iiy/feT in Eqs. (3), (5), (6) and (7), the relation

(2) is reduced to

                         S:, exXlldX ""XenvxX.31Av' , (8)

                                                 '
T is the temperature of the central star and zo corresponds to x for the ionization

frequency yo. To determine the temperature from this equation, we must calculate

(8) by trial and error. The temperatures thus obtained by Zanstra are given in

Table 1.

    Table 2. The temperatures obtained by the hydrogen, helium and nebulium methods.

     .Neb}.}a. 'S. Hydr.ogen meEhod .. .nvnvmeilelieg.l. methoA.. Nebsliuin llle.t)9e..

   R6c 6s72 41,ooo 34,oooN41,ooo '''"" 3s,ooo
   NGC 6s43. ........... 37iO09 ......... .. . . ..m... ..... .. .r.. ...... P5,OO//.. . .....-..

   The basic assumption that the energy distribution of stellar continuum is

Planckian is adopted in this method. It will add an essential featgre to the optical

thickness T. of neb'glae. The situation will be discgssed later.

   (2) TZ'te helium ntethod

   The foregoing method, which estirnates the nuclear temperature on the basis
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of tlie observed intensity of the Balmer lines of hydrogen atoms, can be extended

to the case of the helium ien He'". By this method, Zanstra (9) obtained tlte

temperature of central star. The application of this procedure is limited to the

kigh excitation nebulae that show tke helium II spectra.

    This procedure contaiRs the same assumptioR as the hydrogeR method. The

temperature determined by the kelium method is usually higher than by the
hydrogen one. That tetnperature gained by Zanstra is given for the nebula

NGC 6572 in Table l. '
    (3) Tlie nebulium "•zethed

    Zanstra (9) esÅíimated the temperature of tke central stars using the err)lssion

mechanism proposed by Bowen (5) on the foybidden lines Ni and N2. From
Bowen's explanation, tlie energy of free electrons is used for the excitation of the

OÅÄS' ioRs to the metastable states by inelastic collisioBs, and is equal to the energy

of the ultraviolet qttanta miRus the ionization eRergy of hydrogen atorris. This

relation is given by

                          Eui-l2yelVluimXLp. (9)
In the above eqgation, N.i and E.i are respectively the total ngmber and its totai

energy of the ultraviolet radiat}on coming from'  the centrai $tar. E]Lp is the

total energy of the botk nebular lines. By the same treatmenS as before, the

mathematical expression for this relation is given by

                  S:, ,xX-31dZpm Ze S:, ex'Zww21d"l -- X?,/tt':`-i[ Av, (10)

or

                         fi ww xefo ==Xg, "K-`IAv, . (11)

where
                           A='S:,g..,lffdx•

ai3d

                           fo ffff" S , gxt?ICI'A •

Here xo denotes the lonization frequency ef hydrogen atoms, ana' z on tke right-

hand side is expressed in terms of freqttency in the same rnanner as that of the

nebulium lines. Av is the observed intensity of the lines.

   In tltis treatment, tke Planckian energy distribution of stellar continuum and

the total energy of electrons being consumed in the excitation of nebulium lines

are both assumed. The ternperatures in tke fourth co}urnn in Table 1 are tkose
givenk•bygZanstr4,
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   (4) Tlte tim-method
   Developing the method of nebulium }ines, Zanstra (9) furtker obtained the

different procedure of determining She temperature. He attributed the visual

phetographic brightness of tke nebulosity to the nebulium emission iines IVTi, Na,

and as$umecl a proportional relation between them as :

                              Bn =; C2Li', (12)
where Bn is the visual plaotographic brlghtness of the nebulosity. The sirniiar

brightness B* of the central star was giveR to be

                                    0Ls                             B" "= Ci'o.'lr,• (13)

In the above equations (12) and (13), C2 aRd Ci are constants, and the other

notations are the same as before. Using the e: pression introduced in the previous

metkods :

                              t eXph-1                     Lp                      aL-.ww :== A' ==: z4., (Ji-"ZoJo), (14)
                   Yph 0yph

he got the relation between the visuai magnitudes m:{. and m,t of the star and

nebulosity respectively,

              7n.*-?nn :== 2•5 log 2,'1:

                     := 2•5 10g [si}/i,, (1i- zo fe) (eXph-1)] g- 20 +Co. (ls)

                                                   '
The quantity on the right-hand siGe is a function of temperature except an
unknown constant Co. This constant was derived from the data of the planetary

nebalae, NGC 6572 and 6543, with their temperatures determined by the nebuiium
meShod. For 7,mx=4210A, he obtained Co==-10.9 as the mean value. The tempeya-

tures, which vtrere determined by Eq. (15) with the observed m>::-mn, are given

for the twenty-two planetary nebulae in Table 2.

   This procedure adopted the nebttlium ternperature of Zanstra for the calcuia-

tion of coRstant. Therefore, the defect of that method is held as it is.

   (5) The 6-method
   Berman (25) assumed that a part of the nebular luminosity arises from the

recombination of protons and free electrons and the remainder from the ineiastic

collisions of oxygen ions with free electrons. Appiying a method ana!ogous to
the one originally employed by Zanstra, he eseimated the ratio of the brightne$s

of the nebula, ln, to Shat of the star, l)s,,as fo}lows;
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Table 2. The temperatures cleterrninecl by the li?it-method.

Nebula 2n,sc

19 """"""

15.9

16.6

16.6

13.6

14.9

M.7
14.3

11.7

11.7

12.7

14,5

14.1

ll.7

11.3

11.6

12.8

10,8

10.5

13.4

lo.e

12.8

Mn dm Tx20-3

NGC

NGC

   1liilig lllii iliii liili

                 xx•-:SE-iSi-:,g,;}IXt-mm2,;,dl.Bii•;,Zl2{',i/t"dz (i6)

The fir$t term on the right-hand side represents the ratio of the number of

observed Ba}mer radiation quanta to the number of photographic radiation quanta

in the stellar iight. The integration on the stellar radiation is calculated between

the !imits 23000A (x2) and 2L 5050A (xi). The second term is the ra.tio of

energy in the observed nebulium iines to that in the ste!!ar spectrum. The cor-

rection factoys a=O.5 and Bpt-O.8 allow for the omission of Hat line on the ordinary

photographic p!ates and the percentage of the total intensity of nebulium lines

observabie ove!' this limited wavelength region, respectiveiy. .

   The schematic relation of this procedure is

                         m* - m tt =. 6 =- f( T) . (16')
Berman calculated o".'s for. some nebulae with their hydrogen temperature and

compared with the observed o"e. The results are given in Table 3.
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Table 3. The calculated 5, and observed 5o.

Nebula i       ]
Temperature os

c
5 6e-6c

NGC 6720
NGC 7662
NGC 7009
  IC 5217
NGC 6572
NGC 6543
  IC 4997
NGC 6826
  IC 3568
)INIGC 6210

NGC 6891
  IC 4593
BD 3e:3639

70,OOO

55,OOO

50,OOO

50,OOO

45,OOO

33,OOO

30,OOO

30,OOO

30,OOO

30,OOO

30,OOO

25,OOO

25,OOO

+5.4m
 4.0

 4.0

 3.5

 2.8
 2.5
 O.1

 1.5
 l.2
-i- 1.7

-O.5

-O.9

"O.7

+4.1 m
 3.1
 2.7

 2.7

 2.2
-1-O.5

-O.1

-O.1

-O.1

-O.1

-O.1

-1.2
-1.2

+L3m
 O.9

 1.3
 O.8

 O.6
 2.0

 O.2
 1.6

 1.3
-Y- 1.8

-O.4
-l-O.3

"1.9

    (6) The continuum method

   Wifrm (26) saggested the utilization of the Ba}mer contingous emission instead

of tke s"bordinate }ines emp}oyed in the preceding methods, and proposed the

relation :

                               QLy O` QBc• (17)
                                                             "de
If the intensity ratio of Balmey continuous emission to the steilar continuous

emission is given by P,, we have

                              rm 4x S:, b'x-Z-k dz

                           1"X rm -SA, exXww21dz' (18)

In Eq. (18) zo is Åíhe ionization frequency of h•ydrogen atom, x in the denomi-

nator is the frequency to be compared, and dx is its width. Further, c, in the

numerator is the rate of the ultraviolet quanta transformed to the Baimer con-

tinuous quanta. This factor is the product of two factors ex and o",. The former

is tke rate of the continuous qganta lower than tke Ba!mer limit faliing in the

Ba!mer continuous quanta and is given as:

                            - S:, F.,dv

                            ex =:: m'us.c.. , (19)
                                n;l.l2 > vni FK n'dv

and the latter ls that of the Balmer continuous quanta failing in the frequency

band considered and is given as:
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                            .H F.2dy
                            OZ - Sl, F.2dY '

where Fij is the nurnber of transitions. Wttrm obtained, after some

a value of 100-i5 as the factor c, for the electron temperature 10`. The

determined by this method is given as a function of Pz in Tab!e 4•

                Tabie 4. The temperature of central star with Px.

(20)

calcuiations,

temperature

Px Temperature :
O.30

1.0

2.5

3.1

30,OOO

40,OOO

50,OOO

60,OOO

I

i

Px

El
Temperature

E

 80,OOO

loe,eoo

150,OOO

200,OOO

   (7) Tke helium-hptdrogen method

   All the above-mentioned methods aye not applicable to the central stars in

which the continuous spectra are too weak to be measured !n the visua} region,

since the observed intensity of the line emission considered is given in units

of those of the continuous radiation of the star at the same energy region. This

problem was solved by Ambarzumian's device (27) using the intensity ratio of
Hell R 4686A to HI l 4861A at the sarae wavelength. The relation suggested

by him is

                          ii:'fim,///1,21d,l--:g', (2D

where zo' and xo correspond to hv/feT at the ionization energy of Hell and HI,

respectively. The left-hand side of Eq. (21) is a function ef temperature. In

the ether side, a' and ct are the percentage of tlie ultraviolet quanta transformed

to the. Balmer quanta. Q< and Q are the number of these quanta concerned of

each io". The values with dashes express tbose for the helittm ions. Under

tke assumption of ct'fkfa•NN•1, that is, of the inevitab!e transformation of an

ultraviolet quantum into a Baimer one, the above equation (21) is reduced ap-

proximately to

                           ii'/l{A,,f12,iS'l--f7• ,22,

where ll is defined as

                           ll .., ;pt6-,6 ... 1.I,g.C. (23)
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Since the transition probabi}ities A' and A are nearly equal to each other, the

above reduction may be satisfactory.

   Though this procedure dodges the previous question for the contlnuous
radiation of the central star, the P!anckian distribution of the ultravio}et radiation

is assumed for both ions. This assumption introduces the unreliability into the

temperature of the central star. "
   The author and others (28) obtained the temperature of some nebulae by this

method, considering the absorption of the ultravio!et radiation in the envelope.

   (8) The lrydrogen nebulium metkod '
   Another method which does not use the steilar continuum was proposed by

Stoy (29), who combined both the kydrogen and the helium methods. Its formu-

                  S:eexZww3,i,lli,l.ieSix,etlg'II-2idZ=ktlll;.iP.,c.- (2`'

The notations used in this relation are similar to those in the preceding methods.

Employing the line intensieies measured by Plasl<et (3e) and Berman (31), Stoy

obtained the nuc!ear temperature of some nebulae. He asserts that this metkod

seems to be simpler and of wide appiication. The results are skewn in Table 5.

                                                                 '         Table 5. The temperatures given by the hydrogen nebulium method.

Nebula

NGC
NGC
 IC
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC

6572

6543

4593

6826

7009

7662

7027

Temperature

fl1. : HB == 4.0 : 1

34,OOO

24,eoo

20,OOO

27,OOO

51,OOO

35,OOO

H.:H6= 5.8 :1
I

27,OOO

18,500

15,500

22,OOO

41,OOO

2g,eoo

43,OOO
E

   (9) The excitation temPerature of central star

   The temperatures so far mentioned are the effective temperatures. The
excitation temperature of a star can be estimated from the spectral type. But,

for the early-type stars, the spectra} classification is very diMcult to be attacked
          jowing to the complication of tkeir spectra, and muck more for the obscured nuclei

of planetary nebulae. Adopting Petrie's temperature-spectra! class caiibration for

the normal O-type stars, Aller (32) and Wilson and Aller (33) estimated the
excitation temperature of nuclei, Their results are tabulated in Table 6.
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spectral class and excitation temperature.

Nebula i Spectral class 1 Excitation temperature

 IC
 IC
NGC
  IC

NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC

 418

2149

2392

4593

6210

6543

6826

6891

 5'l I 33.2Å~103

32.5

34,5

33.4

32.9

33.0

34.6

32.9

   These temperatures are not neces$arily consistent with the effective tempera-
tures. And stil} more, the procedure of Petrie's calibration adofits the abundance

ratio of helium to hydrogen in the Type I populat{on stars. On tlie other kand,

tke planetary nebulae are said to be the Type II population stars. If the higker

abundance ratio common to this Type is assumed, these excitation temperatures

will be lower. In this paper, these temperatures are quoted only as a reference.

   Each method of deteyminatkon of temperature is based on the same assumption

of the energy distribution of stellar radiation. The difference between their

methods is the choice of the visible radiation with which tke u!traviolet radiation

is' matched. Severe!y speaking from the viewpoint of energy balancing, all the

visible radiations enumerated in the second section are necessary to be considered.

Only Berrnan's o"-method refiects upon this situation, taking into consideration the

first two terms. Therefore, the above temperatures wiil give the lower values of

nuc!ear temperatures. Soboiev (34) al}owed for the three terms given in Eq. (1)

       Table 7. The temperatures of central stars obtained by the various methods
               (in units of 103 degrees).

     Method

Hydrogen method

Helium method

Nebulium method

dm-method

Correct method

Excitation rnethod

Hydrogen-helium
 method

ti: z: Zanstra, b:

l
  ,, I

gi.

 zi blzl
 bl
 z
 b
 so
 a
 s

Berman,

NGC
9..PA.9....

39

NGC
6572 i

 i''41 "'

 1 34r-41
i

    38
    45
 ] 34
 i- 45
 l 48

I
 I ,,
 I 27 I

Sobolev, a

NGC
6826

;
I NGC

7009

26

I
  55
l
i
  70
  70

  50
  50
  50
  45

  51
  41

Stoy.

      INGC I NGC
.Z9..9.?....LZomm2.z.ww....

l
i NGC

4593

35
33

40
35

41

33

24
ie.5..

so:

  30
  35
  30
  29
  34.6

  27
  22

Aller, s:

'

8g

l gg

o8

l

5
.

34

i
25

25

25

33.4

20
. I i..15... ..
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and calculated the nuclear temperature (Tabie 7). The resulting temperatures

are higher than tke preceding ones, and then would give the upper limit of the

temperatures.

   We shail now compare the various temperatures obtained by the preceding

methods. Table 7 repsesents their temperatures. The va!ues based on the helium

method are higher than the others. This tendency can be found much more in

W"rm's work. The high heiium temperature in the high excitation nebula will
be discussed in connection with the optical thickness of the nebulosity. We have

investigated the temperatures of .central stars on the basis of the observed

phenomena. On the other hand, the assembly of the nebulous matters ought to
be steady to some extent, radiatively due to the radiation coming from the star

and thermal}y due to the thermal motions of most abundant elemenSary particles.

The e!ectrons gain their kinetic energies by photo-ionization, and Iose them by

some processes before mentioned. In such a situation, the electron temperature

will have a correlation with the effective temperature for a star. Baker and

others (35) studied this problem about the optical}y thin nebula. To formulate

this treatment, they adopted the following four assumptions: (1) the electrons

be!ng produced by photo-ionlzation; (2) a Maxwell velocity distribution of

electyons; (3) a steady distribution of atoms over various levels; and (4) the

radiative equilibrium. Their starting equations are the four fundamental equations

of equilibrium as follows :

   (1) The statistical equilibrium for the ground states:-

                    l}Fni-Irm S:, FKidY --" ;t'Fin nvY S:, I7iKdV, (25)

where the ieft-hand side represents the number of atoms entering the ground

state and the other side the number of atoms leaving it by ail possible transitions.

F..i is the effective number of transitions from state fl to state n' per unit time

and per unit volurne. The notation rc is referred to the continuous state.

    (2) The statistical equilibrium for the nth state:-

                       '           t/l.),Ftt"n+S.FKndV -Y 'ti'Fn'n "III"ell.,Fntt"+S:. FnKdv+'9:,"ijF'nn'. (26)

                '
The physical meaning of this equation is as before.

    (3) The statistical equilibrium for the continuous state:-

                       il] !:., Jl7ft'KdV=X"-", Sli., FNn'dY• (27)

    (4) The radiative equi!ibrium:-
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     :l} Sil. FKnivKndY + ;i; 'iiiiiFnn'hYnn' H- j:' Si' FK"KhyK"KdvK"dvK

               "= \ ili. FnKlivnKdy Nl # tl'"iFntnhyn'n+ S,OO S,eO F..ithy..ttdv.,xdv. . (28)

They adopted the relation of the radiation fie!d to the transitions and the Planckian

energy distribution with the dilution factor for the radiation from the star.

After some simplifications, they obtained the final equation which combines the

electron temperature with the temperature of central star,

     (2hft'z2) Ts S:, Ei,f{lwwZ"i - (2hk'z2)2TZ+ t/l; iilT, (2hk'z,) Te + -IIi- tt EtgL'--i2-- \ ilS•in

         :, x(eSllli i) ' *;\/gi '(29)        s

on briefiy

                           fi(Ts)=f2(Te), (29')
where Ts is the effective temperature and Te is the electron temperature. In

Eq. (29), xo corresponds to hv/leT at tke ionization iimit of the hydrogen, and S.

is given as:

                                            hRZ2                   Sn xx: eX" '[-Ei(wwXn)}, Xn ="" n'2''z}'T'i, (30)

and the other notations are gsual ones. From the relation (29), Baker et al.

derived the result which is given in Table 8. According to them, for the higher

nuclear temperature, the electron temperature of nebu!osity deviates more from

the effective temperature.

   In this treatment, they assumed the diiution factor for the stellar radiation

to be constant. But, this factor varies for the optical depth of nebulosity due

to the diffuse radiation emitted there. We shall make reference to this situation

in the next section. Furtkeermore, the model adopted by them is the hydrogen

nebula. Besides the most abundant elernent, i.e. hydrogen, the envelope is formed

Table 8. The relation between the electron tem- Table 9. Tfte effective temperature for
      perature and the effective temperature. some nebulae.

EffeÅëtive temperature I EIectron temperature
Nebula

 s,eoQ

 ie,ooo

 20,OOO

 40,OOO

80,OOO

160,OOO

320,OOO

;

i
I

 s,ooe

 g,soe

18,OOO

34,OOO

57,OOO

92,OOO

132,OOO

iNGC 7027
NGC 6572
lisJGC 6826

NGC 6543
NGC 7662
iNGC 7009
NGC 1535
 IC 418

Effective temperature

E
l

300,OOO

 70,OOO

 50,OOO

30,OOO

100,OOO

50,OOO

30,OOO

20,OOO
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of other elements. In particttlar, the oxygen ions operate to cool the nebulosity

by the inelastic collisions with electrons as described in the preceding section.

Allowing for this effect, the above equation (29') is rewritten in the form :

                     fi(Ts) ri" f2(Te) aur C(Te) ww fS(Te)• (29")

This relation gives the nuclear temperature for a given electron temperature.

Menzel and Aller (36) obtained the temperature for some nebulae using the data

of Te of their objects. The results are shown in Table 9.

3. Tke relations between the optical thickness and etker physical quantities

   In this section, we shall study some relations between the optical thickness

and other physical quantities.

   The opticai thickness 7. for the u}travio}et continuous radiation depends, as

mentioned in the first section, on the temperature of central star. If the energy

distribution of the Lyman continuous radiation is like the Planckian curve, the

absorption by the hydrogen and helium method would be consistent to some
extent. But the kelium temperature is much higher than the hydrogen tempera-

ture as shown in Tab!e 7. We are perplexed to face another question of hydrogen

and helium. This question is the intensity ratio of Hell 4686 to H6. The line

4686 is a recombination liRe of ionizect heiium. As the nebula is free from tke
self absorption for these lines, this interisity ratio is an indication of the ratio of

the quanta of ionization of He-" to those of H. Then, we can estimate the
intensity ratio for any given effective temperature of the centra! star, with the

compleee absorption of the ionizing radiation. But the observed intensity ratio

is much larger than that predicted theoretically. Wgrm and Singer (37) attributed

this anomalous intensity ratio to the incomplete absorption of the Lyman con-

tinuous radiation resulting in the weakness of Up.

   The present author and others (28) calculated the intensity ratio, taking this

incomplete absorption into account. The procedure employed is

                     `P"="a(Xtftt66)-)-s:,,S,:ztu`21X(Z-iww'd,X-)d,' (3i)

where a(4686) and a(Hp) coyrespond to a' and a of Eq. (21), respective!y. AÅíter

some calculations, we obtained

                             a(4686) -= O.138,

                             cu( Hs ) :r- O.118 .

And T is the optical thickness of the nebula for the frequencyy and is a function
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of x. Our calculations were performed'for ro(H)--O.1, O.5, 1.0, and 3.0 as a func-

tion of temperature T. Though the temperature used in this calculation is
somewkat unreliable as shown in the foregoing section, it seems likely that there

is the diversity of the optical thickness over nebulae.

   The opticai thlckness depends on the number density of the nebular matters

and the geometrlcal dimension of the envelope. Page and GreensÅíein (38) calcu-

lated the size of the ionized hydrogen regions by means of Str6mgren's method

(6), and said that the linear dimensions of the bright rings are approximateiy

the sarne as the calcu}ated radii of the NII region for some nebulae. Some question

is left for their procedure, but here we let it away. Hattori and Yada (39)

attacked this problem in another way. They performed an extensive survey for

eighty-nine nebulae to reinvestigate tkeir Hubble's diagram. To establish Hubble's

reiation, they allowed for the following three parameters: (1) the effective tem-

perature of central star T; (2) the electron density of the nebu}osity Ne; (3)

the opiticai thickness at the Lyman limit To of the envelope.

   The basic relation is tke Åíundamenta! equation:

                     logaa-t'Z-s-d-ij-1-=---log(z-/f-,-,){-const, (32)

where m and dm are the nebttlar magnitude and the space absorption in photo-

grapkic region, and a and r are the angular radii in seconds of arc and the radii

in persecs of the nebula, respectively. L is the true photographic brightness of

the central star. They employed the P}anckian form for the deterrr}ination of

L, and Str6mgren's equation for r. With some assumptions, they obtained the
final expression as follows :

                loga+M-s-tiZ-l' --•- const-l- f( T>{- g(N.) -F h(ro), (33)

where
                                          l4700                 f( T)- iog T- -22T80+g iog (io-T-i), (3e

                g(Ne) "`' ww--23- iog Ne, (35)

                 h(Te)=-l-i-- log (1-e-To). (36)

The unknown constant on tke right-hand side is determined from the data of
the pianetary nebula IC 418, with the tentative assumption To==oo.

   Truly, the ionized hydrogen regions would agree with the theoretical radii.

But, a fair deviation from the theoreticai curve is perceived in their results.

After tlie estimations of probable errors in their treatment, they gave the sta-
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tistical di$cussioRs that not all of nebulae are IIII regions and there is the

diversity of the optical thickness To, and further suggested that some extremely

large nebulae wM be in.dethe advanced stage of expansion.

    The dynamical study of the planetary nebulae was made by many investigators

in connection with the Lyrnan alpha radiation field. The recombination theory
of the excitation mecltanism of nebula expects its strong field. Since the excitation

ability of the Lyman alpha line is considerable, the radiation pressure due to

radiation much acts on the stability of planetary nebulae. The prob!em has been

first analyzed by Ambarzumian (15) and Chandrasel<har (l6). Ambarzumian
showed that the radiation pressure of Lyman alpha would be enormous and greatly

excess of that of the ultraviolet radiation. But this conclusion is incompatible

with observations. To avoid this defect, Zanstra (17) firsÅí proposed the model

of an outergoing nebula and suggested the diminishing of the flux of Lyman
alpha radiation due to a velocity gradieRt. Afterwards, Sobolev (18) and Zanstra

(19) took the parabolic or Maxweii contour for the rectanguiar contour of the

Lyman alpha line which had been adopted thus far, and proposed the change of

frequency of its photons due to the Doppler effect in scattering process. The

infiuence of this feature upon the transfer of Lyman alpha radiation is vatied

for the optical thickness -`e of nebulae. Miyamoto (40) and Unno (41) studied

this effect over the pecuiiar stars and the planetary nebuia, respective!y. The

presenÅí author (42) examined the variety of this effect over the opticai thicknesses

To of nebglae and arrived at the conciusion that the effect of the redistributien

in frequency of photon energy operates for the nebulae with ro<1 and becomes

invalid for the nebulae with To>1, In this connection it may be interesting to

recall the preceding results of the relation of intensity ratio JT to temperature

and the survey of Hubble's diagram.

    In the preceding section, we referred the relation of the nuclear temperature

to the electron temperature. The constant dilution factor adopted by Baker et al.

wi!1 be different from the real value owing to the diffused radiation. The dilution

factor for the ultraviolet continuous radiation is given by

                               YViK =-=-- Jv -f-emfi`'v, <37)

where fv is the diffused radiation of frequency v and the rv is 'the optical clepth

for tke radiation of frequency v. For 1-,, they emp!oyed the solution of the

equation of transfer on fv :

                          4-d2T7-S =: 2L,1, -- 3p,e'ewrv •- 3K,, (3s)

where 2Y.um-3(1-pv) alld .ISrv is the interlocking term given by
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         Kv '== tlVe;wui,.,; eTs("'e-X)i7'e S:',(f•v -i- e'-r") it-(-i/e•:lt(i zt) -pv(Jv -i- eumTv). (39)

Frorn the solRtion of Eq. (38) as obtained by succesiVe approximations, they

obtained the dilution factor WiK as $hown in Fig. 2. The resuks afe given for

the two cases: the nebulae of opt!cal thickness ro==1 and 10, respectively.

   From Fig. 2 we can ebserve some piling-up of the continuoas radiation near

the inner boundary of the envelope. The effect of this piling-up is larger in

the optically thick Rebula than the other.
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          Fig. 2. The diiution factor for the optically thin and thick nebulae (in
                units of geometrical diltttion factor). ui is the frequency of
                the ionization. The curves are given by the parameter of opti-
                cal depth. This is originally due to Aller's "Caseotts Allebulae"
                (1954).

   We hiave discussed the relations of the optical thickness T. to the other

physical quantit2es. The conclusion is that the star of higher effective temperature

is associated with the optlcally thick nebulosity. The radiatlon emitted from the

central star of higher excitation temperature is accumulated at the inner boundary

and gives the higher ratio oÅí helium to hydrogen by the succesive ionizations

and recombinations. This nebula continues to expand by the large radiation
prqssure and results in tke large optically thin nebula. In the later stage, the

mechanism of expaftsioi} wi11 be the thermal diffusion as well as the radiation

Pressure. The thermal di'ffusion is more effective in the atmosphere of ltigh

electron temperature. The Regative effect of the condensation may be neglected

in such a situation of high kiRetic temperattiye.
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4. Some yiews for further research

   In the foregoing discussions, the energy distribution of the stellar radiation

is frequently assumed to be of the Planckian. The effective energy distribution

of the outergoing radiation of a star is deformed by the absorption and scattering

in the outer layer oÅí the star. The model of stars is calculated by many invesÅíl-

gators. The spectrai type and population of ehe central star are as yet uncertain.

If these situations are clearecl up, more reliable nuclear temperature will be

obtained.

   The iit}ethods of determiniRg ste!lar temperature cited in the previous sectioR

are based on the constant dilution factor for the ultravlolet continuous radiation.

We must take this effect into account in those caiculations.

   The temperature of the exciting star of the nova is obtainecl'(43), using the

hydrogen and helium method. The values are shown in Table 10. The spectrum

                                                                      '                                                                '                                                  '               Table lO. The temperatures of exciting stars of novae. • .'

BF Cygni Z Andremedae C! Cygni

    i{-method 1
                i    He-method E                f

of nova varies over

tinuous one and in

a

spectrum of a normal

spectrum is like that

lines appear. In such

be applied to novae.

the mechanisms of

novae. The study on
helium temperature

   According to

to the 3d3P

wlth the emission of 7,

      nZ 3133A. Hell

to the helium
4684 A line may

23,ooo-34,oeo 28,OOO

90,OOO

6o,eoo

130,OOO

                  some stages. In the first stage the spectrum is of the con-

                 the next stage the numerous broad emission lines appear with

 bsorption component on their violet side. In the last stage, the faint continuous

                     hot star is }eft behind. In the intermediate sSage, the

                    of the p!anetary nebulae in which the strong forbidden

                    a stage, the physical treatment of planetary nebulae may

                    The cause of the burst of nova is unknown yet, so that

                  softening of ultraviolet radiaÅílen are not applicable to the

                    the mechanism of burst will advance that ef the higher

                  and the higher helium to hydrogen intensity ratio.

                Bowen's suggestion (44), the excitation of oxygen ion OM is

due to resonance absorption ef the he!ium radiation. An O"+' ion, which is ralsed

           level by absorption of Hell 303.78 A, either returns to the ground level

                     303.8A or cascades to the 3S level with the ernission of

              303.78A line is the "Lyman alpha" of helium ion. We can expect

the strong fieid of its radiation. The emission line Z 3133 A will owe it$ intensity

              radiation. A study of the intensity ratio oÅí 7L 3133A line }Iell

               somewhat clear the ultraviolet qontingous radiation field,
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